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Frankfurt STYLE AWARD reaches out to Fashion Design 

Students all over the World 

Initiative for an International Communications Platform for  

Fashion, Beauty & Lifestyle in the Financial Metropolis Frankfurt/Main 
 

Frankfurt / Kronberg, November 06, 2013 – For the first time, the annual 
Frankfurt STYLE AWARD opens up to fashion and design students from 
all over the world. Established in Germany and now under the patronage 
of the City of Frankfurt/Main, this unique presentation platform is calling 
for applications from upcoming and future fashion designers worldwide. 
The Frankfurt STYLE AWARD continues with the successful tradition of 
adopting guiding themes that are both relevant and avant-garde. The 
theme for 2014 has been designated as UNITED DIVERSITY and once 
again challenges talented young designers to critically examine social 
values and express their interpretation in couture. From October through 
February 2014, students enrolled in Fashion & Design are invited to sub-
mit their concepts for one of the three categories UNIFORM, UNISEX 
and/or UNICULT at www.frankfurtstyleaward.com As in 2013, the sus-
pense filled climax of the Frankfurt STYLE AWARD 2014 will be the 
awards gala and fashion show next September, featuring the top 60 crea-
tions, with the breathtaking scenery of the Frankfurt International Airport. 
 

The commitment of the Fraport AG, as promoter and 
title sponsor in 2013, has given direction for the interna-
tional expansion of this talent platform as well as ensur-
ing the continuity of the Style Award as a Frank-
furt/Main, Germany based event.  The International 
Frankfurt Airport, itself being a platform for international 
exchange, has presented itself as the perfect venue for 
the Style Award Gala including the presentation of the 
finalist models and the awards ceremony. 
 

A young talents contest transforms into a platform of international exchange for 
fashion & design talents. For the first time in seven years, the invitation of the 
contest extends beyond the German speaking countries. Students from nearly 
400 fashion schools in 34 countries are invited to present their interpretation of 
the guiding theme UNITED DIVERSITY, in one of its three categories. This is 
the perfect opportunity to express creativity, innovational spirit and passion for 
fashion on an international level. With a new and 
sharpened corporate identity the “Frankfurt STYLE 
AWARD” is geared to establish itself as a leading 
institution for developing the next international 
generation in fashion & design. Under the patronage of 
the City of Frankfurt a strong alliance of industrial part-
ners is forming to build a lobby and international net-
work of exchange for upcoming and future fashion de-
signers. 

http://www.frankfurtstyleaward.com/


 

 

 
The communication agency PUBLIC RELATIONS PARTNERS in Kronberg, 
Germany, is initiator and organizer of the annually tendered talent contest since 
its founding in 2008. The international communications campaign will be 
supported by the independent pr network 27&More e.V. (www.27andMore.com) 
which is headquartered at the premises of PUBLIC REALTIONS PARTNERS. 
For detailed information about the Frankfurt STYLE AWARD, eligibility require-
ments and sponsoring please visit www.frankfurtstyleaward.com 
 

 

 

About PUBLIC RELATIONS PARTNERS GmbH: 

Founded in 1989, PUBLIC RELATIONS PARTNERS Gesellschaft für Kommunikation mbH is one of the 

leading, internationally operating, independent and integrated consultancies in Germany. For over two dec-

ades, we have specialized in international PR counseling and implementation. We are founding member and 

one of the initiators of "27&More" e.V. (www.27andmore.com), an association of independently owned public 

relations firms worldwide, headquartered in Frankfurt,Germany.  

 

RELATIONS FOR SUCCESS - our expertise - stands for a unique consulting and service philosophy, which 

guarantees highest quality standards as well as creative and effective solutions for our clients and partners.  
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About 27&More e.V.: 

The world may be one – the markets are not - Each market requires local expertise if communications are to 

deliver real success. Founded in 2007, 27&More is a worldwide PR Association of leading independent con-

sultancies with a proven track record in international communications. The members of 27&More share a 

vision to provide international clients with truly integrated international public relations. Working together using 

shared standards and practices, the experience of collective working enables us to deliver the best results 

and return on investment for our clients.   

 

Recognising the importance of local country differences in terms of culture, media and working practices, the 

partners in 27&More have developed real expertise in creating international programmes that deliver synergy 

when it comes to messaging and vision, yet ensure local relevance and cut-through. 

Individually, every member of 27&More is a key player in its own region. Together we stand for the most 

effective and efficient way to manage cross-border PR – providing local expertise to deliver maximum impact. 

 

 

For further information and graphical material please contact:  

PUBLIC RELATIONS PARTNERS GmbH 

Isabelle Prochnow, iprochnow@prpkronberg.com 

Alicja Feltens, feltens@prpkronberg.com  

Bleichstraße 5 

D-61476 Kronberg 

Tel. +49 (0) 6173 9267-50 

www.prpkronberg.com  

www.frankfurtstyleaward.com 
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